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• Boredom is usually associated with the 
feeling that time has slowed down.1


• In the presence of low levels of non-
temporal information, such as in an 
uninteresting environment, more 
attentional resources may be available for 
temporal information. The more 
attentional resources devoted to attending 
to time, the slower it seems to pass.2


• Previous clock time manipulation studies 
have found:

• When a task is anticipated to be boring, 

the passage of time is perceived to be 
slower by the participants.3 


• Likewise, when the clock time is 
manipulated to pass slower than 
anticipated,4,3 the tasks at hand are 
more likely to be rated as boring.


• Conversely, when perceived time is 
manipulated to pass faster than 
expected,   participants rate tasks more 
favorably.5


• Additionally, individuals who are more 
vulnerable to experiencing boredom 
(boredom proneness) have been found 
to overestimate the passage of time6 
and to be less accurate in estimating 
the duration of time in general.7


• As can be seen from the different roles it 
has played in the previous studies, 
boredom has two distinct components:

• Boredom Proneness (or Trait 

Boredom) refers to a general 
vulnerability of an individual to become 
bored.8 


• State Boredom refers to the ongoing 
affective experience of being bored.9


• Both of these distinct factors affect 
perceived time progression. However, 
how these factors interact with one 
another in this context is unknown.

The results of the study extend previous 
findings that manipulating perceived time 
progression affects hedonic appraisal of a task.
3,4,5,6 This study adds to previous research by 
taking into consideration both individual 
differences in propensity to experience 
boredom and recent experiences of state 
boredom. 

State boredom was positively correlated with 
negative ratings of the boredom induction task. 
A trend was found in the same direction for 
boredom proneness and task ratings. However, 
even when controlling for state and trait 
boredom, the time manipulation remained 
effective. 

In conclusion, the results of this study suggest 
that regardless of individual differences, the 
perceived acceleration of time can indeed make 
a boring task seem less adverse. Future 
research might extend these findings through 
the inclusion of a boredom scale as the 
dependent variable as opposed to an overall 
composite task rating. 


Discussion

Participants 
• 42 graduate and undergraduate students at a 

university in the Northeast, 76% female.

• M age = 22.61, SD = 5.87 years (range 18-53)


Measures 
• Boredom Measures. 
• Boredom Proneness Scale (BPS)8 

• State Boredom Measure (SBM)10 

• Perceived Time Progression. 
• Rated on a 7 point Likert scale ranging from 1 

(time dragged) to 7 (time flew).5

• Hedonic Task Appraisals 
• A sub-scale of the Boredom Attribution Scale 

(BAS). Participants rated the task in terms of 
amusement, enjoyment, boredom, tedium, and 
anxiety. 


Procedure 
• Participants were assigned to 1 of 3 conditions.

• Participants in the Time Flies Condition (Con. 1) 

were informed that they would engage in a a 
vowel-counting task (to induce boredom) for 15 
minutes. 


• In the Real Time (Con. 2), or Time Drags (Con. 
3), participants were told they would engage in 
the task for 10 and 5 minutes, respectively. 


• Across all conditions, a timer was set for 10 
minutes.

Background
• Consistent with previous clock-manipulation studies. We hypothesize that when time is manipulated to pass 

ostensibly faster, a boring task will be perceived more favorably.

• We aim to examine the impact of state boredom and trait boredom on perceived time progression and 

hedonic task appraisals when time is manipulated to pass ostensibly faster or slower.


Purpose & Hypotheses

Methods

Can you be bored when time flies?

Figure 2. Participants in the Time Drags (M = 18.1, SE = .90) 
condition provided significantly more negative task ratings 
compared to those in the Time Flies condition (M = 14.88, SE 
= .85, p = .013), controlling for SB & BP. Error bars represent SE.

Figure 1. Participants in the Time Drags (M = 3.52, SE = .42) 
condition perceived time as progressing significantly slower 
than those in the Time Flies (M = 5.35, SE = .40, p = .003) 
and Real Time (M = 4.83, SE = .39, p = .031) conditions, 
controlling for SB and BP. Error bars represent SE.

Results
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Condition was negatively correlated with time ratings, thus the 
time manipulation was effective. Those in the higher numbered 
conditions rated the task more negatively. SB was correlated 
significantly, and BP marginally (p = .062), with negative task 
ratings.
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